


Brilliance that stays

2 | uniGlas® 

Do you know that? No matter how much you clean 
and polish: Conventional shower glass loses its 
shine over time. Hard water, soap and cleaning 
agents affect normal glass:  
microscopic scratches appear that directly attract 
limescale, dirt and bacteria. The glass becomes 
spotty and rough.

Durable protection against dirt 
With the innovative uniGlas® | CLEAN  your 
shower will look like new even if it’s many years old.  
And all that with minimal cleaning effort. During 
production the surface is already durably refined  
by a special uniGlas®-co-operation process. To 
ensure your shower is protected against corrosion 
and ageing for years to come. 

A cat wash is enough for your shower  
The coating not only reliably protect against corro-
sion, but also from other harmfulinfluences. Neither 
hard water, soap residue  or detergents can affect 
your shower. This hugely reduces the cleaning 
chores. Just wipe with a sponge - and your shower 
will shine again. 

Take it easy with aesthetic ease 
uniGlas® | CLEAN is more resistant than tradi-
tional glass. The glass is extremely resilient and at 
the same time meets the highest aesthetic stand-
ards. A perfect combination for use in the shower 
area and a guarantee for years of enjoyment 
through guaranteed top quality.



• High transparency and neutral colours  
uniGlas® | CLEAN consists of an almost 
invisible surface finish on clear float glass. As a 
result it has impressive transparency and colour 
neutrality, regardless of the thickness of the 
glass. 

• Long lasting brilliance  
The special surface finish durably protects the 
glass against glass corrosion and thus pre-
serves shine.  

• Easy cleaning - improved hygiene  
Water drops slide off the surface and leave less 
limescale behind. Any residues are also easier 
to clean. Better hygiene means more well-being.

• Long lasting product features  
uniGlas® | CLEAN is manufactured using an 
innovative procedure which significantly 
improves the surface of the glass.  

The finish is activated through the tempering 
process and stays durably on the surface 
without losing its efficiency over time.

The crystal-clear benefits

uniGlas® 
| CLEANUntreated glass

uniGlas® | 3

Despite regular cleaning, the glass of all-glass showers, shower walls 
and shower cubicles loses its brilliance over time. Small milky, rough 
spots are formed on the glass surface, where limescale, dirt and 
health-threatening mould like to accumulate. 

An innovative glass finish, produced in the glassworks, protects 
uniGlas® 

| CLEAN permanently. The glass does not become milky 
and rough and remains permanently transparent with a smooth surface.
Limescale deposits and dirt stick more  difficult, making it easier to 
clean and therefore much more hygienic than untreated glass.

USE

• uniGlas® 
| CLEAN was specially developed for use in  

showers. It can be used for shower and bath walls, rear walls, 
and all-glass showers.

PROVISIONS/NORMS
• ÖNORM B 3719 
• EN 12150-1
• EN 12150-2

PRODUCT VARIANTS (on request)
• in 6 mm to 10 mm
• on white glass
• curved glass 
• decorative finishing (coloured varnishing, print, sandblasting etc.)
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uniGlas GmbH & Co. KG
Robert-Bosch-Straße 10
D-56410 Montabaur
Phone: +49 (0) 2602/94929-0
Fax: +49 (0) 2602/94929-299 

info@uniglas.de
www.uniglas.net

Our proximity - your advantage


